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Experimental aerodynamic wind tunnel tests were conducted during
 
May, 1971 on a 1/200 scale model Grumman ROS-NB1 space shuttle model
 
in the GAC 15 inch Supersonic Wind Tunnel at Farmingdale, New York.
 
The basic narrow body ROS-NB1 configuration was tested over an angle
 
° 
of attack rdnge from -3 to 22 at sideslip angles of 00, 2.60, 3.40
 
and 4.20 and over a sideslip angle range from -5 to 10 at set pitch
 
0 0
angles of 00, 50, l0 and 15 . Test Mach numbers were 1.75, 2.02 and
 
2.48. Configuration variables included model buildup, symmetric and
 




All testing was conducted without transition.
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A 1/200 scale model of the Grumman ROS-NB1 space shuttle was tested in
 
the GAC 15 inch Supersonic Wind Tunnel in Farmingdale, New York. Tests
 
dt Mach numbers of 1.75, 2.02 and 2.48 were conducted. Model angle of
 
attack was varied from _30 to 220 at sideslip angles of 00, 2.60, 3.40
 
and 4.20. Sideslip angle was varied from -50 to 100 at set pitch angles
 
°




The basic narrow body ROS-NBI configuration was tested. Test configura­
tions included a model build-up: body alone, body-wing, and body-wing­
tail. Symmetric and asymmetric elevon deflections were tested to deter­
mine longitudinal control effectiveness. The effect of the rudder and
 
an auxiliary ventral fin was also determined.
 
All testing was conducted -without transition.
 
Datasets RCSXXI to RCSXX9 are composite datasets formed from data selected
 
from various other datasets. They were created only to facilitate the
 
























Total Anial Force 
Base Axal Force 
Forebody Axial Force 
Total Drag Force 
Base Drag Force 







Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio 
Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Axtal Force Ratio 
Normal-To-Forebody Axal Force Ratio 
SADSAC NOMENCLATURE
 












































The following l/200 scale model components were tested:
 
B1 - basic ROS-NB1 fuselage 
W - basic delta wing for ROS-NB1 
V1 - single vertical tail 
U 1 - ventral fin 
Pertinent dimensional information for each of these components is given
 
in the Model Component Description Forms which follow the figures. The
 
Dataset Collation Sheets which follow immediately contain a summary of
 
the test run schedule and complete configurations tested.
 
TEST GPST 022 DATA SET COLLATION SHEET 
'sicSI( ERSe.3Zt CoaFu DPTrA 00J -TmAF (LAMMAtQ 'LOS- N)St 
SP'E SHUTrTLJE OgeaP- C ~ v0ooE PRETEST 
19 POSTTEST 
DATA SET SCUD CONTROL DEFLECTION NO. MACH NUMBERS 
IDENTIFIER bONFIGURATION , of-'" 
____ __ 
__ __ , -,,5 1C' . I UN J1 
Rcsoo0 ,13,WV, o 6_ 0 0 - j 43 .2 3) 
RCs0o3 5,WV, A o o 0 _ 0 5 3_ 2 

RCSO0o+q B,VV, tV, A 0 -20 -20 0 3 49 4 25­
Pc$6o5 SW,-d'C"(V A a-"F -g-q 0 3 42 5 26
 
°
RCSOO7 8,W V,' A Q 0 to 2 7 28
 
hCsooa S.W,9 V, A 0 -40 -?0 0 -
RCSOO9 BAA',V,L4 0 6 0 0 0 q 
Rcsoo/0 B,\v, 0 a I o - 3 44 10 33
RCSO2 a &W,\, 6 0 o ±w0 3 45 12 32
 
Rc50o4 3,VW',\/, A 02 0 0_ 0 / 
RCS0l5 8,1VV, A 26 0 0 0 15" 
RCSOI6 .(, A 0 16
 
RC5O/7 ,W, /,,l ) 0 - / 17
 
RCS015 13,\A/,V 5 0 0 o / 18
 
PC5ot9 8,V ,o o o o0 19
 
PC5 00 a\V,&v!" 10 0 0 ±3o 20
 
Rc5o2//, W,' 0, 103 o0 2/1 0 

RC5022 6.V'V, is C)0 0 0 I 22
 
-,CSO278v4 Vl A c -4o - -;o 1 27 1
 
3g - 4 -PQ)O3, SA', , 2 3 

1 7 13 19 75 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 7576
 
D, . .I , I I . I . . . .[C C,' 1 . , 4 C \ . IC.L) . . I . I .. . . .. . . I . I 

COEFFICIENTS. J-IDPVA()I IDPVAR(2)INDV 
a or $- " 
I
SCHEDULES Ao 30 




DATA SET SCl CONTROL DEFLECTIONo MACH NUMBERS
 
IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION 
 -R-0of of 
_S_ RUNS 1 75 %.02 2 q_.. 
,- , 
Fc503; 5,W, A 3-+ 0 0 o 2 4 8 35
 
RCS036 8,VV, V° A 34 0 0 f30 2 47 3 6
 
r4C50 7 aW,VP A 0 0 0 130 2 +6 37 
Rcs38 5V8 AC 0 0 - 2 50 33
 
RCsxXI 13w, a 100- 2
 
.RCSXXz 3,W, 0 .- 2
 
'-RCSXY3 ,W 10 o - 2 1 !7A 
1csw, 719'3V, 5 C. 0 37C 550O7 757 
,~,L cCX( !0 4C) o ±4 
?CsKZx1 ,: yZ 5 C 0 o ±3a 2 '47 !W7
 
£CsxxS 10)tZC 0 0 :!3c)_ 2 ~ 3
 
. . .. E . . . , , , , ' .i-, I -,Y?, .. ;4 (, ... ! , 
COEFFICIENTS. PA - 5- 4 -DVAR()I IDVAR(2)INV 




GRUMMAN 15-INCH SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL 
DESCRIPTION: This is an intermittent blowdown to atmosphere facility with 
a 15-inch by 15-inch test section. The tunnel makes use of fixed nozzle 
blocks covering a Mach number range of 1.5 to 4.0. An alumina type air 




Mach Range: 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0 
Reynolds Number (x 10 6 /ft): 3.0 to 65 
Stagnation Pressure (psia).: 25 to 500 
Dynamic Pressure (psf): 1550 to 6700 
Stagnation Temperature (OR): 460 
Run Time (sec): 40 to 180 
TESTING CAPABILITIES: This tunnel has a sector, which provides an angle
 
of attack range of t15 degrees, and a four and a six-component internal
 
strain gage force balance for measuring static aerodynamic forces. A pogo
 
stick type of support raises from the floor to restrain sting mounted
 
models during starting and stopping transients. Schlieren and shadowgraph
 
are utilized for flow visualization. This facility is equipped with a
 





TEST GFST - 022 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) 

1.75 12.7 x 106 16.o7 
2.02 9.; x 106 12.29 

2.48 12.4 x lo6 1.36 

BALANCE UTILIZED: _TASK .75 JTIT "A"XL 

CAPACITY: ACCURACY: 
NF ..Q,Ibs,. U6z 

SF lQ..789
AF +± o500AB ts.7 
PM . 























The Ot75 inch TASK NK XLIII six component strain gage balance was used
 
to measure orbiter forces and moments. All final data were presented along and
 
about the stability axis passing through a nominal center of gravity located
 
at F.S. 1485, W.L. 377, and B.L. 0. Data were converted to standard NASA
 
coefficients using the following constants:
 
Reference area: Sref =20.689 sq. in.
 
Reference length: 1ref = 9.648 in.
 
Reference span: bref = 5.838 in.
 











TITLE SCHEDULE VARING PAGES
 
Figure I Charecteristics in Pitch (A) Mach 1-3
 
Figure 2 Elevon SEfectiveness (A) Elevon Deflection 4-12
 
Figure 3 Aileron Effectiveness (B) Elevon Deflection 13-15
 
Figure 4 Rudder Effectiveness (B) Rudder Deflection 16-21
 
Figure 5 Component Buildup (A) Configuration 22-24
 
Figure 6 	 Effect of Flared Rudder in Pitch, (A) Rudder 25-30
 
Delta Elevon - 0
 




Figure 8 	 Characteristics in Sideslip - (0) Configuration 34-42
 
Component Buildup, Alpha = 0
 
Figure 9 	Characteristics in Sideslip - (a) Configuration 43-45
 
Component Buildup, Alpha Approx. 10
 
























Figure ' Effect of Flared Rudder in 
Sidesli-p - Alpha Approx. 10 
(C') -,udder 67-69 
Figure 15 Effect of Flared Rudder in 
Sideslip - Variation with Alpha 
(B) Rudder 70-75 
Figure 16 Derived Parameters - Basic 
Configuration in Pitch 
(D) 76-78 
Figure 17 Lateral-Directional Derivatives, 
Alpha = 0 
(E) Configuration 79-81 
Figure 18 Lateral-Directional Derivatives, 
Alpha Approx. 5 
(E) Configuration 82-84 
Figure 19 Lateral-Directional Derivatives, 
Alpha Approx. 10 
(E) Configuration 85-87 
H 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
(A) CL vs. a, CL vs. CLM, CL vs. CD 
(B) CLN, CSL, CY vs. a 
(C) CN, CSL, CY vs. 16 
(D) DCL/DALPHA, DCUM/DCL, Cn(MIh) vs. Mach 







1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 









Figure I.. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of forceand 
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_ _¢_ 4 C\/Lr.- L~r SECT-. A -A 
MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION SHEETS 
18
 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -






























MODEL COMPONENT: m - W,
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC ROS-B I WING
 




















Diehedral Angle, degrees 

























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 



























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 




FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
























o4.6 	 6.276 in.
 
13.5 	 0.T1 in.
 








±8% max.camber 10% thickness
 
1%max- bamer ±0% thickness
 













(For the W Wing)
MODEL COMPONENT: Elevon 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Moveable Control Surface Associated With the W, Wing
 




(ft. or ft.) 
364 
1/200 
MODEL SCALE (in. or in.A) 
1.310 
Span (equivalent) 35.5 2.130 
vchord 12.75 .765 
Outb'd equivalent chord T.T5 .465 
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .... 








Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
21
 
MODEL COMPONENT: £ VERTICAL TAIL - V1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC ROS-1h 1IVERTICAL TAIL 
DRAWING NUMBER: 518 MOD 902 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE 
(FT. OR K. 
MODEL SCALE 
(IN. OR IN. 
Area 809 2.898 
Span (equivalent) 33.3 .99 8 
Inb'd equivalent chord 94.6 P.G76 
Outb'd equivalent chord 19.75 .829 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord . 3 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .3 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 450 450 
Tailing Edge 19.70 19.70 
Hingeline 28.7' 28,70 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 945 , 2o4 
AIFOIL SECTION 64Ao±o 64Ao1o 
22 
NASA-MSFC MAP 
MODEL COMPONENT: Rudder (for the Vi vertical tail)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Moveable Control Surface Associated With the VI
 
Vertical Tail 




(ft. or It) (in.or in.2 ) 
Area 24o .864 
Span (equivalent)ROOT -­ 33.3 1.998i'9­
pvbt___ chord 10.4 .624 
Outb'd equivalent chord 4.02 .241 
RUDDER 
Ratio tnwator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord .3 .. .,._ 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .3 . 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge _ 9.5a 29.5 ° 
Tailing Edge 19.70 19.70 
Hingeline 






SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between thb jfojection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, .­plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wihd Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positiire X-hxis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-aeis; degrees 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation sbadt the body 
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-sxis' Elgrees 
P air density; Kg/m 3 , slugs/ft3 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/see 
V fpeed of vehicle relative to sur:-ounaing 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
q Q(PSI 
Q(P) 
dynamic pressure; 1/2PV, psi, psf 
M MACH Mach number; V/a 
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; miliion/ft 
p static pressure; psi 
P total pressure; psi 




Reference & C. G. Definitions 
SADSAC 
JYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
S 
S SREF 
wing area; m2 , ft2 






wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; in, ft, in (see I ref or LREF) 
reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a) 
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
base area; m2 , ft 2 , in 2 
c. g. center of gravity 
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
MP abbreviation for 
on X-axis 
moment reference point 
)IRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
on Y-axis 





Axis System General 
SDMBOL DEFINITION 
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M, in-lb 
Subscript Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D drag force 
y force or moment about the Y axis 
Z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
a stability axis system 
w wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
free stream conditions 



















Body Axis System 
normal force coefficient; FN/qS 
axial force coefficient; FA/qS 
base axial force coefficient; 
~[_]I(Pb 
- P)q,(Ab/S) 
forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb 
yawing moment coefficient; MzqS bref 
CI CBL rolling moment coefficient; MX/qS bref 
Cm CIM 
Common to Both Axis Systems 
pitching moment coefficient; My/qS t ref 





Stability Axis System 
lift force coefficient; FL/qS 
drag force coefficient; FrqS 





forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb 
yawing moment coefficient; MZ,s/qS bref 
CI CSL rolling moment coefficient; MXs/qS bref 
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CJCD 
L/Dr L/DF lift to forebody drag ratio; CJf 
27
 
NUOI CLATURE (Continued) 
Surface Definitions 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEF=ION 
it HORIZT horizontal tail incidence; positive when 
trailing edge dawn; degrees 1 
6 symmetrical surface deflection angle; degrees; 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON aileron - total aileron deflection; 
(left aileron - right aileron)/a 
CANADT canard - trailing edge down 
ELEVON elevon - trailing edge 4own4 
ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge d&own 
FLAP flap - trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
SPOILR spoiler - trailing edge down 
TAB tab - trailing edge down with rebpect 
to control surface 
8 antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees; 
positive trailing edge dawn: 
AIL-L left aileron - trailing edge down 
AIL-R right aileron - trailing edge down 
ELVN-L left elevon - trailing edge down 
ELVN-R right elevon - trailing edge down 
SPLR-L left spoiler - trailing edge down 






a elevator or elevon 
f flap 







A tabulated data listing, consisting of all sero data sets, both original 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is 
made up in two sections: 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
GAC Mr. M. Quan 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 




Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 















-4 - a 2 4 6 a lD 1 14 'B is 20 22 Z4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICR 
1.750 BE TA a Dan LELEVN a ova SR EF 20 609a $Q IN 
2o020 RELEYN a Dan RUDDER 0 000 LREF 9 :4 00 INF 
2 40 RE 5 "0S IN 
2 8a!R 
P 14 1 In.D IN 
YN RP a DODO IN 
ZMRP 377 D004 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SAE O05
 
GFST 022 CONF. ROS-NB1 BlWlVl CRCS003) 11 SEP 71 PAGE I
 
--
a 39Vd IL d3S I CCOOSZ 	 I)AIM18 ISN-SO8 AJNOZ ZZO ISJO 
Gin a11 	 33N833 
N? a000 0 M 
N? 0,00 s01; d.4 	 O a 
NI Ois9 S 43ma 
N 	OT 0699 02 38 0ooo HAM331 000 0 N39 02 .T 
NOXIVHUOANI 3 N833j3N S3A1VA D8I3WVSV4 HvN 30OHk 
173 iN3I3IJ303 1N3WOW 9NIHOIlld
 
0*0A- Sea - ao- c- Sao n - Sto - Mt - S00*- 0DW son- GOO STO' ozor sea- 050 520- ova­
j0 
Wil1d NI SIISI-313V-VH3 I 39tilz 









SYMBOL M4CM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
A BEOTA a aoD LELEVN 0.000 SREF 2 50 6 IN 
IN F 9 5480 IS 0902 RELZVN O.aoO RUDD5R .DD 

040BREF 
 5 6360 1N 
40XMRP 1485.1040 IN 
ym F 
 0 0..O IN
 
INSp 377 OOV 1.9EFILNCE FILE SCALE c vaso
 
GFST 022 CONF. ROS-NBI BIWIVI (RCSO03) 11 SEP 71 PAGE 3
 
FIGURE 2 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
 





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 




GFST 022 COF. 
GFST 022 CONF 
GFST 022 CONF 
ROS-N5ISIVI 
ROS-Nal DWI(-Z2 -2DVI 


























YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 3I 04 1N 
SCALE 0 0050 
MACH 1.TSO 
PAGE 4 
FIGURE 2 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS 
.7 
I­
.0 4 - 6 __ _ _ ___4 __ ___ 8 N 































-._4 -2 0 2 4 6 a ID ;2 14 is 1$ 20 Z2 E4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C IFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDEF REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Rcloas) GFST 072 COW-. ROS-NSI BIWIVI a 000 0 000 n Goo a Goa SREF 20 6890 so 1. 
RC S004) FST 029 CONF ROS-NS1 SIHI(-ZOs-20v'v 0 Goo -20 000 :20 000 0 02D LREF 9.6490 IN 
(RCSOD0) 3 GFST 022 CORP ROS-MS1 BIWI(-40,-40)Vl OB -40 000 -40 OD0O 0 O0 BREF 5 8380 IN 
XHRP 1485 0040 IN 
YMRp 
 00 0~o IN
 







FIGURE 2 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
 
-
.D4 1 to 01 l a 00 DS -00 0 2 .3 3 4 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEYN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
00"OGI1 GFST 022 CONF ROS-NBI D$WIVI a On aDOD 0 O DD O00u S EF 20 logo 6. To 
(R D) FST Ozz CONP NOS-Mal slwl-2D'-2D)vI a oo -20 000 -2v 000 a 0 D LREF 9 ...D in 
.MRP 1AS5 0040 IN
 
2HRF 317 oa0 IN
 
SAE 0B~
MACH 1 750 
PAGE 7 
.4 
FIGURE 2 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
 
rt,-n- ,-rl* rr ,lnw,- -l -rJ* -r-rr .-rl-- rrT--rr -T--rr-l~l- -r-rr- rrrr rrrrl rrrr 
LIJ 
-
.2.040 OZ 5 030 ..025 0 . . , .00 . 10 -. 015 020 025 r030 03 040 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO BETA LELEVN REkEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0RC03) Q rsT 022 CORF ROS-NDI S1WIVI 0 000 0 OD 0 000 0 000 SREF 20 6890 so IN. 
(RCs0) 1 GF$T 022 ConF ROS-NaS BWI-90 -2)" 0 000 -20 'no -20 000 0 000 LREF 9 6400 IN 
(RCS0057 0 GFST 022 CONF ROS-Nfl SIWS(-40.-40)V 0 O0 -40 000-140 0o 0 000 eREF 5 0300 IN 
XHRP 1485 0040 IN 
YNRP 0 gon0 IN 
ZnRp ZT7 0004 IN 




FIGURE 2 ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
 













-0.0 OSS5 .030 025 .020 .015 .11 005 000 -. 005 -010 -. 015 -. 020 DES2 -. 030 -033- 040 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BE TA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D) raFT DEC COF. R03-- l 5IWlVI 0.0D0 a 000 a coo a goo OREF to as$. 30 IN 
I RCSO 4)IRCSODS) GST 02Z CONFGFST 022 DORF ROS-NB1 RO$-NB1 B1W1(-ZV,-20)V1S WI(-40,-40)Vl 
0 
a 
000 -, a Duo 










8 3 ,0 
IN 
IN 
XNAP 1405 0040 IN 
yMRP 0 valic IN 
MACH 2 480 ZMRPSCAL 317 DUDAa D0 IN _ 
PAGE 9 







!00 .02 .04 .06 .00 .10 .:t 14 I .18 .20 22 24 2 .28 130 .32 34 .36 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 







OFST OaZ CONF 
GFST 022 CONF. 








0 000 -20 























YNRP 0 BODO IN 
ZHRP 377 D04 IN $CA LE 0 ou o 
NACH 1 750 
PAGE 10 









~ l l ~ 1 I l t [ I . . . . .
l ..

-. 2 ... . ... , 1 I . . 
.00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 4 .16 .18 .20 2 .24 .26 2a 30 32 .34 .06 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
'vATA SET symsOL CNFZI&URATIOM DESCRIPTION SETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCS003) GFST 022 CONF ROS-NBl BII 0 ag 0 000 O a 0 O IREF zo 6890 SO IN. 
(RCS 04) OFST OZZ CORF RO$_N51 BlWl(-2Oi-20)Vl 0 01. -1. 00 -10 a., 0 000 LREF 9 6480 INO fl 
IRCS . ) GFST 022 CCWF ROS-NBZ BIW/{-4U,-401VI 0 QO -4U 500 -40 UOU 0 0US BREF 5 S Bo IN 
XHRp 1485.0040 IN
 
YHRP 0 0000 IN
 






PAGE I I 









.0 0 .04 .06 .08 .10 .19 .14 .10 .10 .20 Za2 .24 .20 g0 au .5z .34 .36 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCSO0) 0 GFT BEE COF NOs-Nl BIWVI 0 Du 0.00D. 0 000 0 000 SPEF 20 6090 50 IN 
RC5004) L GST 022 CONF ROS4431 8w11-13O-20)V1 D.DO -20 DOD -20 000 0 OD LREF 9 $480 IN
 
(RCSDOS) 0 GFST 0Z2 CONF ROS-NOS BIYI(-40-40)VI 0 00 -40 000 -4D 000 0 00 BREF 5 8580 IN
 
XNRP 1485 0040 IN
 
YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP 37?.0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0050MACH 2 400 
PAGE 12
 





























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFZOURATtOJ QESCRIPT2CN BETA LELEVN RELEVN 
GFST 022 COJF. ROS-NOI OSYIYS 0 000 0.000 0 000 







SREF 20 6600 50 114 
LREP S 6460 114 
80EFp 83 0 IN 
XNRP 4 0040 IN 
YM P 0 0000 214 
214FF 37? 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0050 
PAGE 13 
FIGURE 3 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS

.0:0 -rrrl Irrr rr,- 0 i|l rrrwl -rrr Trr -r--











0 S-.010 1i0 2 
C-I 
-J 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
'DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION (ASD) GFst 022 CONF ROS-NSI 81WIVI a BOB a 000 0 Du 0 000 SREF 20 61390 IS IN 
RC 008) FST OZZ CONF ROB-R BlWl(-4O D VI 0.000 -40 000 000O~ 0 000 LREF 9 6400 IN 
BREF 5 8380 IN
 
YMRP 




 SCALE O 00 o
 
PAGE 14 
FIGURE 3 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
 









-.4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 1 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PAT. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION UE TA L5LEVN RELEVN 
A so DS) OFST 022 CONF. ROS-NSI BIW1VI D 0ova ace C0 
.RCS,08) /2 FS T 022 CONP ROS-N31 BIWIJ-40,-20)Vl V COD -40 000 -20 000 





is 20 22 
REFERENLE NFORMATION 
SREF 20 6890 sa IN 
LREF 9 6480 IN 
BREF $ 8380 IN 
XMRP 14$5 (1040 in 
YMRP 0 0000 10 
ZHRP 377 0004 
10 
SCALE a 0050 
PAGE 15 
4 



















>- .03 5 . . . ... . . , , * • , _ _ . * , . . . * . . . . 
-A a 2 4 6 a so 12 14 16 :a 20 Be 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFGURATIO DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(DC O Qi GFST 022 CONF. ROS-Ns: SIWIVI 0.000 0 o0 a 000 0 0o 4REF 20 6800 $a IN 
CRCSO07I) OsFT 022 CONF. ROS-Nl 1IWiVi(cs) 0 000 0 000 0 OD 10 000 LREF 9 6480 IN 
BREF 5 838D IN 
XNRP 1485 0040 IN
 
YNRP 0 0DOD IN 
ZNRP .7 0004 1N 
MACH 2 020 SCALE 0.0250
 
PAGE 16 















-- 0 -£ 2 4 a 0 12 14 is 224 O 8 16 20 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SE SYM O CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SCSO03) OFST ODE CONF ROS-NSI S IVl B.00O0 a Do 0 ODD 0 DOD SREF 20 6a9a so in 
RCDO?) R GFST 022 CONF RCS-NS1BI WIV1{1) a 0 OD a agO a caO 0 000 LREF 9 646. IN 
BREF 5 $380 IN. 
XHRF 14851 040,I RF . a 0_O IN  
Z4R F 377 000 4 N 
2.4NT AACH SCALE . 0.5D 
PAGE 17
 




LL -. DID 
u 
Z 
- 4 -- 2 a 2 4 6 a IV 14 16_ _Is ED 22 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER IREFERENCE INFORMATION 
BCS0133 Q OFST 029 CONF ROS-N91 01WIV1 D 0O co OB 000 O SREF 20 6890 so IN 
RCSvOu) LS FST UZZ ¢ONF ROS-NDI DIWIVI(I0) 0 000 a 0OG 0 DODD 10 600 LREF 9 648D In 
IN
5 6380 









MACH 2.DZD I 
S PAGE 18 
FIGURE 4 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
 
.020 1_'_ 1 j I I I I 
-






















4 2 0 2 8 0 12 14 Is 8 20 22 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C3O03) 0 OFST 02Z CONF. ROS-NBI BIWIV D.o00 0 DD 0 Go0 0 000 SREF 20 5890 SO IN 
(RCC5DO7 LI) GF3T 02 COt4F. RO3-N51 0t I*0G) 0 D 0 000 0 000 10 000 LREF 9 5400 1N 
BREF 5 0360 IN 
XNRP 1485 0040 IN 
YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP I7 0004 IN 
SALE 0 00504A4H 2 4400 
PAGE 19 
FIGURE 4 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
 
r'r- -,rr i r---r n















- 4 2 0 2 6 a 0 12 20 22 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCWFj0URATICQ DESCRIFTIOWt BETA LELEVM RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(BCSO 31 C) GFST 029 CCWF ROS-NBI 8141VI 0.000 0 Cou 0.000 a 000 SREF go 6890 So IN 
(RCSODT) LS GFST Deg CCWF. ROS-Nel (101 ass D 0Q ag 0 000 LREF 9 6480 INSIWIV1LO 0
BREF 80 N
 
-RP_N 4 830.0. 
Y0RP a DODO IN 
ZMRF 77 804 IN 
SCALE D 0050 
HACH 2 020 
PAGE 20 
FIGURE 4 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS 






















_______ 1 2 4 1 0 2 2 




















6890 50 IN 
(ReBOOT) a GFST 022 CORF ROS-NOS 8±WIV±(10) 0 000 0 000 0 000 ±0 000 LREF 0 6400 IN 
SRFOsso IN 
XNRP ±485 0040 IN 
YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 5T770004 IN 
MACH 2 40 SCALE 0 0050 
PAGE 21 
--





~ 4 2 0 a 4 a a In0 2 14 16 is 20 92 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREESI
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCHJpTIO uE LCLCVN RELLVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(A 6ODU N O-B 11lDDO ag 0a BOBT 0 00O0 0 ODD 6REF So :=S .4 IN
 
,PC .. 61 IFST 022 COMF. ROS-NB1 61 ODD LR F 9 s4o IN
 
BRIF ... a3 IN
 
XMRP 1485 0040 in 
YORp 0 0000 IN 
2MRF 377 Ono. IN 
HAH .ooSCALE a SOSO 
PAGE 22
 









.030 a3 5D ozo .OO '.DIU Do$ .000 DOS -015 ,09 035 04001 -. -. 170 -*020 - 00 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CAT4 SET 5YM"QL CONFIGURATION DESCRIVTZON BETA LLEVY RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,ASG3 FST 022 CO F. ROS-Mal BIwlV1 a coo 0 000 a 000 0 000 SREF 20 6090 so IN 
... ROs-B LREFtRcS%) FsT 022 CZI .1 al a0co 9 fl.. in
 
BREF 5 6380 IN
 
XMRp 1485 0040 1 ,
 
yMRF a cDoo IN
 
ZmRp ... 0004 INJ
 













.0- .02 04 .06 .00 .10 .12 .14 .10 .1 20 22 24 .?G .98 30 .32 34 .36 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CO 





















BREF 5 0380 IN 
XHRP 1405 0040 IN 













-4 - 0 9 4 6 a in 2 14 16 IS a0 rz 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 LELEVN RELEVN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCSD03) f GFST 022 COMF ROS-NB± BIWIVI 	 000 0 000 _ 3REF 20 6890 so IN 
0 Z11 FST 0 CQNF R0S-N I 81wV I -a0,31) 0.00 0 000 - 000 511.0 	 LREF 9 6480 IN 
BREF 5 8560 IN 
XHRP 1485 D040 IN 
YHRF 0 Do0 IN 
ZMRP 377 0004 IN 




 EFEC OF FLARED RUDDER INPITCH. DELTA ELEVaz 0 
w 
U4 













05 0 RELCVNma WIVIC(.. L1110,
.... RUDD
0-00 O R R e PNZ. .Co uOR NFRAI 
FE E Q N O H T 
RA, 2.0 
















.04 0 35 .03 1 5 .0 0 015 G D - ps .0 0 0 - . 006 - .10 - .0 5 2 025 -0- -40 M 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCWFZGURATICW DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN LRUDDR RRUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
¢CCS003) FST OZZ CCWF ROS-Nal BIWIVI 0 00 IT000 SREF 20 6890 SO IN 
(RCSO371 q FST 022 CCNF ROS-NB I wlWVl(-30130) . O 02 aa 0a-30 O 30 000 LREF 9 648 , IN 
BRET 5 6380 IN 
XHRF 1485 0 '4 IN 
YHRP a "a , IN 
ZHRP 377 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 ODO0 
MACH 1 750 
PAGE 27 
L.6 
FIGURE 6 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER INPITCH, DELTA ELEVON
.8 " .- r---r- ,-rrrn rrrr~ -rrI~fl- ,sr -r61-r  1-rrr rr,-r -rw---0 2-Ir-rr r-r rrr 
........................








.G40 .035 030 .025 .020 .015 .010 .005 .000 -.005 -.010 - 015 --. 20 -. 026 -.030 .035 - 040 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION LELEVN RELEVN LRUDDR RRUD0R REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,CCSO031 GF$T 022 CONF. ROS-NB1 BUWIVI 0 o0 .uo0 SJTF 2D 6590 SQ IN 
fRCSl371GF$T 022 CONF ROS-NBS BIWIV1(-3D,30) a 000 0 060T -30 000 30 000 LfEF 9 64$0 IN. 







ZNRP 377 0004 IN 
MACH 2.480 
SCALE 0 0030 
PAGE 28 








00 .02 0CIA .0 .0 10 2 A1t .A .10 20 .22 24 .26 28 30 32 3. -. 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION LCLEVN RELEVH LRUDF RRUODR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ODD SPEF 20 6890 SO INtCCSDS3) 2 GF$T 022 COMF ROS-Nal Sfl4V± 0.goo{RCS03T) GFST 022 CONF ROS-Hsi v1;v-303) 0:00a 0 D0 -30 Go 30 000 LREF 9 6480 IN
 
BREF 5 S80 1N
 
XNRF 1485 0040 IN
 
YNRP 0 000 IN
 
ZMRP 377 0004 1
 










o0 2 U4 .DS .08 .10 .12 .14 .16 ,s .20 .22 .24 26 .28 30 .32 34 36 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVU LRUDOR RRUOCR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCS0031 n, OFST 022 CONF ROS-NB1 SIIVI 0 gd 0 0 REF 080 5 N 
(RCSQ371 L GFST 022 CF ROS-N51 BIWIVI(-3D,30) a 000 0 000 -30 000 30 DOD LRE 9 4S IN 
BREF 5 =30 I 
XHRP 1485 0040 IN 
YMRP a 0000 IN 
Z4R P 377 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0050 
PAGE 30 






_4 0 so ED-- -- 4 6 a la 14 to to er 94 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYN O0 CCWFIGURATIC DE$CRIPTIC0 LFLEVN REL5VN LRUVOR RRUDOR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ACS00S) Q DEST 022 CC&F ROS-451 BlWIf-4D,-4D)VI -40 000 :40*0000 SRCF 20 6890 30 IN 
IRCSOZ97, fl FST DEE COM ROS-NB1 SJVI(-4V,-4D)Vl (-30,30) -40 000 -40 000 _30 000 30 000 LREF 9 6 an IN 
BREF 5 838D N 
XM RP 1486 009 
YHRP ,0 OD I 
ZMRP Z71 0004 ;N 
MACH Z ASOSA£ O5
 
PAGE 31 






B E 5 "S I N 
Li.
 
in ZMR p 7 O '
 
.04 *-5. -D5*2 0 - 05 .D - 1 .1 1 - 2 0 -03 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SyMSoL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEYN RELEYN LRUDCR RRUDDR RErERENCE INFORMATION 
H GFST 000 20MACSC05) 022 C0F p0O-Nfl 0±WtC-40,-40)VL -40 -40 000 SREF 09 50 IN 
(RCSOI7) oFsT 022 CONY. RO5.1 1541 (-4D040V1-30,3D -40 000 -40.000 -30.000 30 000 L3EF S 0480 IN 
fiREF 5 8500 IN 
XMRP 1485 0040 IN. 
YNRP 0 01100 IN 















.00 02 .04 .06 .08 .40 12 .14 .48 .18 .20 .22 24 26 20 30 32 .$ .3. 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 LELVfN RELCVN LRUDDR RRUDOR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0(ACSOOS) Q GFST 022 C0F ROS-NBS BIWI -40-4 )Vl -40.000 -40 000 	 SREF 20 640 SO IN 
'RCS2?) GFST 022 CON' ROS-NSI Bll-W40,-40)VI(-3V.30) -40 000 -40 00 -30 000 30 00 	 LREF 9 6480 IN
 
BRSF 5 880 IN
 
XNRP 485 0040 INYMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 577 0004 IN 

























-- 0 5 - 4 - 3 1 2 3 4 
 5 -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALFHA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRCSO10) R OFST 022 CONF ROS-NBO BIWI p.000 0 000 0 000 SREF 20 6890 SQ IN 
(RCSOOI) L GFST 03 CONF ROS-NEI af l4V a.000G .oo 0.0aD LREF 64800 0 000 9 IN 
(RCSODS) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 	 BREF a 5830 IN
 
XmRP 1405 004D IN
 
YHRP 0 0000 IN
 























-0_ - 4 -3 -2 1 u0 2 3 4 5 6 T 6 9 to 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C¢fFI:URATICN DESCRIPTION ALPHA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 





O CO.F: R05-NMet 





a 000 a BUD 











XMRP 1485 0040 IN 
MACH 2.02 ZHRPSCALE 377 00040 50 IN 
PAGE 35
 
FIGURE 8 CHARACTERISTICS INSIDESLIP- COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA= U 
-Ji-i--r, ri-rw |*















0- 5 - 4------ ---- 1 1 2 3 - 4 -2 5 6 7 8 9 1D 1-

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
PATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGUR TION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER PFFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRCSDlfDJ OFST 012 CoMI* RO$-NB2 alwx a 000 a*D D Duo SR E D20 B:89 so 1 
(RSD} FTD2CONF* ROS-B% D IIViv aD D* o 0DD 000 00 L:EF 9 S460 IN 
(RCSODS) DATA NOT AVAI LL FOR ALL CONDITIONS 90Go 0.000 a 000 a 000 BREF 5 0380 IN 
XHRP 148S 0040 IN 
IHRP a0 Dona IN 
ZHRP 377 pDO IN 
MACH 2 480 
5CAL9 a a'5 
PAGE 36 











2 015 -O Z 
-.040
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ALPHA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Rcsolo' 
R N .. I (RCS.09) 
CYGST 02 ON' R . I MI 
FIT .12 C R O -81 BIWIV1 






















XMRF 140$ 0040 IN 
ZMRF 377 aD04 IN 
MA. 1 s CALE 0 ,0050 
PAGE 37 








-OD...5 4 3 -1 a 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 a 9 t0 It 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
90TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
VD*DO 0 000 a 000 6 EF 20.6890 SO IN
I RCS010} 0 FST 022 C€NF. ROS-NBI B1 1 (RCSOOZ] OFST 2Z CONF. ROS-NB1 DIWIV1 a coo 0 ao ago 0 OooB LR'eF 9l 6400 IN
 





YMRP , "OOO IN
 






SCALE DO 6 a 
PAGE 38 
FIGURE 8 CHARACTERISTICS INSIDESLIP- COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA= 0
 
-,-r-I-rJ~l i
ga rt,-- ,-,-rr rr-rr -rrrr-rrrrj -,-rr ,-rr 1-trr rrtr -r---lr rn-vll
 
015, 
- o010- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ - 4-. -.. 
Z .005 





-- -4 -3 - - 1 z a 4 5 a 7 a 9 to 11 1. 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LELEWN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I RS0O;D G FST 022 CONF. ROS-NOt BIW1 a 0 0 Ova SREF SO INBOB OOD ED 6890' 

(RCSOOZ) OFST 022 C fU. RO$-NO1 81WIV1 a0 D 0000 0 000 0 GDou LREF S 64BO IN
9 )  

I RCS00 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 , O 0D 0 .Oov , BRET 5 8$80 IN
 
XHRP 1485 0040 IN
 
YNRP 0 ..00 IN
 
ZMRF 377 0004 1IN





















-.0 L----- A 
-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICH ALPHA LELEVN RELEYN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tRCSOI, 01 LST 022 COMW. ROB-NOL BI WI 0.000 D.000 0.000 SRE' 20 6S090 30 IN 
(cSZ LSF$T On ON ROS-Nt S WIVI a 000 a 000 0 00 0 000, LREF 9 648 IN 
(RCSOOS) .0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0 000 0 goo 0 0g0 0 000 BEE 3 8380 IN 
XI4RP 1485 004. in 
YNRF 0 0000 IN. 
Z$RP 37 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0050 
MACH 1.750 
PAGE 40 











s- - 4 -3 - - 1 3 4 5 6' 7 a 9 10 11 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
C P I F T 
DATA SET SYMBOL C FIGURATJC VC5 IO ALPHA LELEVN RELCVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCSOIO} R OFST 022 CONFo RO$-NBI BIWt 0 00D0 a OD a DODD SREF 20 6890 $a IN 
RCSDU0))9 0 GFST 022 CCNF RCS-NBI SlWIVl 0 0 ODD 0 0 D00 LREF 9 64:0 IN0 000 000 
{RCO . ) GF5T OZZ COMF RCS-NS1 SlIVlUl 0 ODO a Duo0 a coo a 00 BREF , 838v I 
XNRP 1485 OD40 IN
 
YURP a BDD 1.
 
ZMRP 377 0004 IN
 
MACH z OzO 
 SCALE 0 0050 
PAGE 41 











- 5 --4 -- -­ z -- - 2 3 4 5 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LELEVN RELEVN 
(RCESID) 0 GFST 02Z CONF ROS-NBI 81I1 0 O 0 000 0 000 
iRCSO02) 2 GFST 022 COMF ROS-NOI BIWIVI 0 c0 0 a00 0..0 
(RCSOOS)9 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0 COo 0 00 0 000 







SREF 20 68s0 SQ IN 
LREF 9 6480 IN 
BREF 5 8380 IN 
XNRP 1485 0040 IN 
YHRP 0 0000 Zn 
ZNRP 377 0004 iN 
SCALE 0 0050 
PAGE 42 
FIGURE 9 CHARACTERISTICS INSIDESLIP- COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA APPROX. 10
 






.005 	 ___ 
m 
-03 
z -. z 
-0 4 I-I 
-. 04. 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LEL9VN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRCSOI7) 2 GFST 022 COHF ROS-NBI SIIJ 1a0 a O D a 000 SREF 20 6890 so IN 
1R.5.9) 6FST oz? CONF POS-Nal alwiVI IV.000 O*OVO a 0VO 0 000 LREF 9 S460 1. 
(Rcsaz1) 0 GFST 0ZZ CONF ROS-N81 SiWlVlUl 10 000 a0 0 ODO 0 000 	 BREF 5 8360 IN 
XMRF 1485 0040 IN 
yMRF 0 0 00a IN 
ZH P 377 0004 IN 
MAH DS 	 CALE a 0050
 
PACE 43 
FIGURE 9 CHARACTERISTICS INSIDESLIP- COMPONENT BUILDUP, ALPHA APPROX. 10
 









Z .030 . .... . ,& ...-.0 , ,, 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA 3$T SYNSOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LELEVN RELEVN 
(RCSOI7) GFST 022 CONF. ROS-NB1 B11 in.oo 0 000 a 000 
CRCS0±91 I GFST 022 CONF RSN8a SSWIVI 10 000 000 0 000 (RCS02ij 0 OFST 022 CONF ROS-N1 SIWIVIUI 10 0o 0 000 0 000 





SREF 0 6890 Sa IN 
LREF 6480 IN 
BREF 5 8380 IN 
XMRP 1485 0040 IN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN
ZNRP 3771 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 005U 
PAGE 44 
FIGURE 9 CHARACTERISTICS INSIDESLIP- COMPONENT BUILDUP. ALPHA APPROX. 10







L±JC, _ __ _ 







-5 3 2 1 a 1 2 a 4 	 a 9 10 11 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATIONDESCRIPTION ALPHA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{RCS017) 12 OFST 092 CONF RO$-NBI Ol l 10 000 a 000 a 0D0 SREF 20 6890 SO IN 
I RC $Dig) L GFST 092 CO. ROS-NI DIW1V1 , 0 DOG 0.000 LREF 9 64aV IN10Og a DOD 

(RCSOZI) 0 GFST DOE CONF ROS-NSI BlWlVlUl ID DOD a ODD 0 0000 00 	 ODREF 5 8330 in
 
XMRp 1461 004U IN
 
yMRP a DO00 IN
 
ZMRp 371 0.44 IN
 
SCALE a DO50MACH 2 ozo 

PAGE 45 













-5 -4 -3 2 1 1 2 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEZCRIPTION ALPHA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ACSOOZI r_ OFST D22 CCWF. ROS-NEI DWIVI 0 000 a oo 0.000 0 000 SREF 20 6890 SQ,IN 
1CSO1)
1.0S191 
GFST 022 CONF. ROS-NDI 

















(MCSOZO)[ OFST 022 CONF ROS-NE1 VlW Vl(-30,30) L0.000 0ovaD 0 000 XMRP 1485 0040 IN 
YHRP o Soon in 
ZM RP ... 0 , 4 in 
SCALE O 00S 
MACH 2.020 
PAGE 46 











CA AC GPAL£ 020lQZCN.R5NI DWV 
.. CHPAG 2 2 
SIDEANGLE SLIPBEA.DGRE 
.v U00 vDu 00 S F 2 
CLE705 
60 0 I 



















- 5 4 - - -6 a 1 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 £19 
DATA SET SYNOQI 
tACSO 2) Q 
CRCSOS) 
CRCSOISI 
iR sOIOI [J 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LELEVN RELEVN 
GFST 022 CONF RO$-Nl SIWVI 0.000 0 000 0 000 
GFST 02 CONF. RO-Na± B ,IWIVI s 000 0 000 U 000 
GFST D02 CONF ROS-NI SIWIVI 10.000 0 000 a 000 






SREF 20 6890 $0 IN 
LREF 9 6480 IN 
8REF 5 8300 IN 
XIRF 1485 0040 IN 
YHRP D 0000 IN 
ZHRP 377 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0050 
PACHG0E24 
PAGE 418 


















. .	 .. , . ..
_.045 . . ... . • , . I0-4 2 2 4 8 _ _101 14 16 is 	 20 22 24 
ANGLE (IFATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VE$CRIFTION 	 BETA LELEVN RFEVN RUDDER REFERENCS INFORMATION 
AC Ova) GFST OZZ CONF ROS:Nal BIWIV1 	 0J000 0J000 0 00f 0 000) SREF 20 :890 SN IN (RCSD24) OFST 022 CRF RO-B 5 BlWsVl 	 4 20 a 000 a 0o 0 000 LREF 9 648so 
CRC5015) O.¢FST 022 CONF nos-1 BI Biwiv 2 6[ O a 000 0 OD D 0 000 	 BREF 5 8380 IN
 
XMRF 14a$ 0040 IN
 
I RF 0 D0 00 I N
 
ZHPP SIT 0.04 IN
 
MACH 2 az0 
 SCALE 0 0050 
PAGE 49 
FIGURE 11 CHARACTERISTICS INSIDESLIP- VARIATION VITH ALPHA
 
*O o ,-r -rr--i, ,--r -r--r -r-rrr---r- -r-r -- ,r-rrrr r-rJre.i t­
.010 
___ 














S2 4 5 9 10 1 14 is a8 2 9z 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATI O DESCRIPTION BETA LELEYN RELEVN RUBBER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ACS 03) OFST 029 CONF ROS-NBI BIlIl a0 a Soo0 0 CODD 0 000 SREF 20 68so SQ IN 
( CS004) r GFST DZ9 COMF RO$-N51 BIWIVI 4 200 a Dova aD 0 00 D0 LREF 9 6480 IN 
(RC50153 GFST 029 CONF* ROS-NO1 £1WIVI 2 600 a ova 0 coo a 000 BREF 5 s3su IN 
YMRP 1485 0040 IN 


















O - 4 6 a 10 12 14 1 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCN GURATIN DESCRIPTION BETA LELVN RELEVN RUDDER 
(RCSQ14) GFST UZZ COF. ROS-N Il Bl~lVl 4 200 0 000 0 Boo 0 000 
(RCSID 
5 
} GFST UZZ CONF ROS-H B1wiy a Goo0 000D 0 Duo 0 Boo 
MACH z 020SAE 
is 20 2Z 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LREF 9 6480 IN 
BREF 5 83613 IN 
XMRF 14 " UVA. IN 
yMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZNRF 377 000 4 IN 
PAGE 51 
Z4 
FIGURE 12 CHARACTERISTICS INSIDESLIP- CONP6NENT BUILDUP
 
.015 I-I 
















__ ___r: .025 




- -- 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is vo 22 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGURATZON 0ESCRIPTIOI BETA LELEYN RELEVN RUDCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RCS03j O'FST 022 CONF ROS-NB1 Biwi 0 000 0 000 0 D0 SREF 
 20 6890 so IN(RCS034) GFST 022 C F ROS-NB± 81w1 3 400 0 000 0 000 LREP 9 6460 IN3
(CCsS ) 0 GFST 022 CONF. ROS-NBI BIWIVI 0 000 0 000 0 DO 0 000 BREF 5 8380 IN
tRCs0354 OFST 022 CONF ROS-NBI BWIVI 3 400 0.000 0 000 0 000 XNRP 1485 0040 IN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZHRp 3T7 0004 IN 




















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SVMBOL CCNFIIURATIC DESCRIPTION OTA LCLEVN RELCVU RUDDER REFERENCC I rOR.ATION 
I RCSO38) GFST 022 C0+F ROS-N91 131WI DIOD a ao D Oo REF 20 6090 so IN {RCS.'4) GFST 022 CONF ROS-NSI Otlw 
 3 400 a 000 a oo 
 LREF 9 64aO IN1 ca" 05-Nsl4 5eD) 0F2T CO alWIVi o o 0 00D0 a Coo 0 00D O REF 5 63a0 INIRCCC.35 J 0 %T 2GE CONF ROS-Nal OlwiVi 
 3 400 0 0D0 a GOD a Onc XHRP 1485 0040 10
 
YHRP a GOOD IN
 
ZHRP 377 Cool IN
 
MACH 2 400 SCALE O aoo
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FIGURE 12 CHARACTERISTICS INSIDESLIP- COMPONENT BUILDUP
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-. 0301 5 

4 2 1 2 1 6 a 0 12 422 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER RErERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCS038) 
(RCS034) 
GFST 022 CONF 






















024 CONF. ROS-NBl 

















YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP 377 0004 IN 
SCALEC 0 0050 
MACH 1 750 
PAGE 54 










- -. 02 5 4 aa110 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LVLEVN RELEVO 
RCS03a); GFST 022 CONF ROS-NS1 8l l 0 ago 0.0ou 0 Dog (RCS034) IFST IZZ COWF ROS-4SI BlWl 3.400 alova 0 DuO(-CS0±3 5 FST '22 CONF ROS-NBI BlW1V1 000 0.000 0 000 
(RCS035; [ GFST VZ2 CONIFo ROS-NS1 51IV1 3 400 a u a000g 





SR F 20 6890 SO IN 
LREF 9 6480BREF 5 380 ININ 
XMRP 1485 0040 lu 
YMRP a0000o IN 
ZMRP 377 0004 IN 
SCALE a Vasa 
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FIGURE 12 CHARACTERISTICS INSIDESLIP- COMPONENT BUILDUP
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- 2 a-,l 2 4 6 a 111 12 14 I 16 go2 22 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA. DEGREES 




!R OFST 0Z2 CONF. 
O" 072 CONF 
















































ZMRP 37 0004 IN 
MACH 1.750 SCALE a 005] 
PAGE 5G 
FIGURE 12 CHARACTERISTICS INSIDESLIP- COMPONENT BUILDUP
 















IR -~. Pll_ 012_ cCf.0 S aw SE 0 80 oI 
-4 2 0 2 4 6 a lo 12' 14 16 is 20 RE 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY.SOL CCWFJGU9ATI DESCRIPTION BETA LEEN iRELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE ZNFORHATION 
CR CSO38) GFST 022 CONF ROS-Val BIWI 0 000 0 GD 0 DODSE D69 GI 
CR S 3 ) G F 0 % B W .4 0 1, 0 .0 0 D o u LR E F 9 6 4 8 D 1 0 
&PSO 022 CONF. ROS-NBI a coo a OD 0 OC 5 8380 
(RCSO35) [ GFST 022 CONP. ROS-N81 01WIVI 3 400 a 000 0 000 0 000 XNRP 1499 0040 in
 
YNRP a 0000 IN
 
ZMRP 377 OD04 IN
 
MACK Z 460 

GST OliVI 0000 SREF IN
 
SCALE a 0050 
PAGE 57 
FIGURE 13 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER INSIDESLIP- ALPHA = 0
 













.0- 5 -4 - 2 1 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 in 1212 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO, FIOURATLON DESCRIPTION ALPHA LRUDDR RUDDR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCSOOZ) JD GFST 022 COMF ROS-NB1 Biwivl 0 con 0 000 SRVF 20 6890 Sa IN 
(RCS01Z) 7 FST 022 CORP. ROS-NB BIWIVI C-30,30) 0 coo -3D LREF 64S0LN 0OB 9 IN 
>R 5 .0go .
 
XMRP 14a5 0040 IN
YMRP 0 oo0 iN 
ZMRP 377 0004 iN 
SCALE 0 0050MACH 750 
PAGE 58
 













S -. 015 " , . ,, , 
-5 -4 -3 - O I 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDDR RUCCR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Vl a DOD 0 000 SREF zo 6890 so INIRC6002; R GFST 022 CONF. ROS-NBI Bl (RC.012) GFST Dee CO F ROS-NS1 al ZVl (-30,SD) D 000 -30D OD 	 LREF 9 6480 IN
 
DREF 5 80 IN
 
XMRp 1489 VV4. IN
 
YHRP 0 0 0 - IN 
ZMRp "17 0 .. IN 
MACH 2 Vzo 
 SCAL 0 vul. 
PAGE 59 
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Q GFST 022 CONF 
GFST 022 CONF 
MACH 2 480 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DESCRIPTION ALPHA LRUDDR RUDDR 
ROS-HNE IWIVI 0 o0 




fREr 20 690 Q IN 
LREF $ 6480 IN 
GEE 5 6380 ZN 
XHRP 1485 0040 IN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN 
ZRP 37? 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0030 
PAGE GO 
FIGURE 13 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER INSIDESLIP- ALPHA 0
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SID SLIP ANLE BET,-EGEE
 
.0PAG- 61--
DATA SET SYMS01 CCWFIGURATJONi DVSCRIPTIOW ALPHA LRUDDR RUDDR RUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RCSODZ) GFST 022 CCWF. R0$-NS1 I VI a Duo 0 000 SR6F 20 6890 so IN. 
C S I F S T C C F - (- )) 0 2 R O S N S 1 I i 3 V 3 a O D - 3 0 0 0 
 aft e r 5 6 3 0 I N 
XMRP 1485 0040 IN
 
yMRF 0 DodO IN
 
13RP .77 ... 4 INl
 












£;. ' ". . . " 
I 
. 
i , ' l 
. . . 
I 
. .. . .. . " ' ' . . 1 ' ." " 6 ..  . . . . . . . . . . . . " . " " "j 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA S T 
(RC5002) 
(RCS012) 
Y M OL C CN IG RA T I 
Q GFST 022 CONF 
GNFST 022 CONF 
MACH 2H t0 
MD E CR I T I ON 
ROS:NBI Sl IVl 
ROS NB1 Iwl Vl(-30.30) 





R UDDR R U D D E R R F R E C E N F O R A y l - H
"IODSRF 20 9890 $0 IN 
LREF 2 64BO IN 
SREF 5 $380 IN 
XMRP 1485o. 04 , IN 
YMRP . DOD IN 
ZHRP 377 OD4 IN 
PAGE G2 
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cd
 
- 5 - 4 -3 - 2 1 J! a 4 5 6 ? a 9 in 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SE TSYMBOL CONIGURATI ON D ECRIPTION AL H A LRUDDR RUDDR RUDD R REF R COCC INFORHA TIO " 
, RCS002) Q GFST Z2 COhIF ROS-NBI SWlVl 0 000 a gou ... F 20 6690 SG 1. 
'R C3012) Ll GFST 022 CONF ROS-NBI alwivii-5D 30) DID -30.000 LREF 9 4D ] 
XNRP 1485 0040 IN
 
YMRP , "oO IN.
 




FIGURE 13 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER INSIDESLIP- ALPHA 0
 
.04 - -_ 
















-. 20-- -- 4------ -- - -- 1- - 2-e-- 3 4 -- 5 6 8-- Is 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFbGURATIN DESCRIPTION ALPHA LRUDDR RUDDR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRCS0oz) GFST 02 COF ROS-N$ SIWIVi 0 Oo 0 000 SREF 20 6890 S0 IN 
'RCsO12) 2 OFST 022 CoF ROS-Nf BWxV±(-30,30) 0 0Du -30.000 LREF 9 6480 IN 
BREF 5 8380 IN 
XHRP 1405 0040 iNY"RP 0 .0.0 in
 








FIGURE 13 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER INSIDESLIP- ALPHA 0 















YH a0 00 I 
-~ - 317 000 
MACH 





FIGURE 13 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER INSIDESLIP- ALPHA 0
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.... ...i i ... ,.... r e..... l I. .... ... .... .... I. . 
-. 8.......................................... 

- - 1 2 3 4 5 6 8a 9 10 1 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LRUDDR RUDDR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC 002) GFST 022 CONF ROS-NBI BIWIVI 0.000 0 000 SREF 20 6890 so IN 
GFST BIWI 0 -30 LREF 6480LRCS012 022 COUF ROS-NB± I(-3,30) 000 o0 9 IN 
BREF 5 8380 IN 
XNRP ±48S 0040 IN 
YMRP 0 000a IN 
ZNRp 37 0004 IN 
SCALE 0 0030MACH Z.400 
PAGE 66
 
FIGURE 14 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER INSIDESLIP- ALPHA APPROX. I0
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-5-3 -4 - -: 2 3 4 5 T 8 9 10 11 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SE'T SYMBOL- CONFI[GURATION DE SCRIPTION ALPHtA [LRUDDR RUDDR RUDDER REFEIRENCE INFORMATIONS 1 9 )(RC O GFST OZZ CONF. ROS-t9l alwivi 10 coo 0 000 SREF 20 6890 $0O IN 
(RCSO20)/ GOPT 0D.Z CONP ROS-NBI si 41v1 -30130) 10 c oo -30 000 LREF 9.6480 IN 
BREF 5 6300 IN 






ZMRF 377 M,0 IN 
MACH 020J SCALE 0 0050 
PAGE 67 
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Z -. 000 
D 
.- 4 -4 3 -I 0 1 2 5 6 7 a 9 in as 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESRIPTION ALPHA LRUDD NUDOR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:RCS019)
RCSOZO) C)L FST 022 
CONFoROS-NSI 




10 Dal -1. "10 









BREF 5 83a IN 
XMRP II.S a04a IN 
YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZHRP ... 0004 1N 
MACH 2 02 
CAE ,, 
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u -. 92 
5-1 -4 za I 57 a s 1--
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFl6URATIOW DESCRIPTION ALPHA LRUDOR RUDOR RUDDER R5FERENCE INFORMATION
 
I RCSO19) OFST 022 CONF. RO$-NBI aln OD D00 20 6690 S. IN
B1 D 0 SREF 





HRP 140, , 04 I . 
YNRF 0 OOO in 




HACH 2 02D 

PAGE 69 
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. • , , f L r , , .
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-045 . , . 
-4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 i8 20 22 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 BETA LRUDOR RRUDDR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tC¢Soo3) Q GFST 02 CONF. ROS-NBI BIWIVI a Goo 0 000 SREF 20 6890 SO IN 
(RCS035) tI FST 022 Cor. ROS-NBI SIWIVi 3 400 0 000 LREF 9 6480 In 
CRCZ3O.) 0 OF3T 02 CONF nO-N5l DWIV(&30,30) 3 400 -30 000 30 000 mREr 5 8360 IN 
IRCs03 J OGFST 032 CONF ROS-Nx 8±WVI(-35,30) 0 000 -30 DO0 30 000 	 XHRP 1485 0040 IN
 
YMRr 0 0000 IN
 




MACH 1 750 
PAGE 70
 
FIGURE 15 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER INSIDESLIP- VARIATION WITH ALPHA
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-- 4 - 0 9 A a a so 12 14 is is go 22 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LRUODR RRUDQR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICC OO3 GF T 92Z CONE ROS-NBl biWiV± 0 00 D.000 SREF 20.6890 5 IN 
CRCSUO31J FST. 02 CONF ROS-Nal BIWIVI 3 400 0 000 LREF 9 6480 IN (RC.036 CtGT 022 CONF. ROS-NBI BlWIVl(-30,30) 3.400 -3a 00 30 000 BREF 5 0300 IN 
CRCSO3T) j GFST 022 CONF ROS-Nt 81wIXV1(-30,30 0 000 -30.000 30 o00 X4RP 1405 0040 iN 
YNRP 0 0000 IN. 
ZHRP 3$? 0004 ZN 
MAC. Z 400 SCALE 0 0050 
PAGE 71 
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-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 $8, 20 22 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET LYMNOI CONFIGURATZON- DESCRZPTICN BETA LRUDOR RRUDOR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CC503) OFST 022 CaNt fiOS-N81 SIWIVI 0.000 0 000 sftr 20 880 50 IN
j
CRCS035~ GFST 022 C04F R20"N01 SIWIVI 3.400 0 000 LREF 9 0480 IN
 
(RCSO3G) C*FST 022 CaNF ROS-4JE1 81W1V(-30,30} 3 400 -30 000 30 000 OREF 5 680 IN
 
(RCS03t) GFST 022 CONF. ROS-NBe I5WIVIC-30,30 a000 -30 On 3 0O0 	 XNRP 1485 0040 IN
 
YNRF 0 0000 IN
 
ZNRP 371 0004 IN
 
MACH 1 7 	 SCALE 0 0050 
PAGE 72 




FIGURE 15 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER INSIDESLIP- VARIATION WITH ALPHA

*OO
os -t-,-rm ir ir i;i Bir-r r r 












J - .005 "___ 
Di 
m 
Z -. 0205 
4 -Z a a 4 6 6 IV 12 14 Is so 20 22 24
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LRUDDR RRUDDR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.C3..31 Q GF3T OZZ CCWF R03-NSZ BIWIV1 a 000 a Duo SREF 20 6890 4. IN 
(RDS035) L GFST 022 CONF ROS- 1 B WIYI a 400 0 000 LREF 9 6400 IN 
(RCS036} GFST 022 CCWF ROS-NSI Biwivi -30,30) 3 4DO -30 000 30 OB BREF 5 8300 IN
 
(CCZ. LE GFST 092 CONF. ROS-NBI W1l{-aue:m -ao 30.0p XMRP IN
D _31 OB 1485 0040 

YMRP a DOOD IN
 
ZHRF ZT7 0004 IN.
 















j -. 086_ 
isi 
4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 2s 2* 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA LRUDDR RRUDDR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(¢C3003) GFST 02 CONF ROS-NSI BIWIVI 0 000 0 000 SREF 20 8890 S0 IN 
(RC$03S) 
(RCS050) 
L FST 022 CONF ROS-NOI 




3 400 -30 000 30 Do 






CRCS0S ) GST 022 IONr ROS-NBX SIIV2(-3D030) a.000 -30 0o 30 000 XHRP .485 0040 IN 
Y$RP 0 0000 iN 
ZHRP 377 0004 IN 
MACH 1 750 SCALE a 0050 
PAGE 74
 













.0 -4 0 2 4 6 a to 32 14 16 is 
__ 2 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMB0L CCWFIGURATI0 DESCRIPTION UTA LRUDDR RRUDOR RUDDR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I CCS003) GFST 022 CONF ROS-NSI D II 0O.DDD0,0 0 0 SREF 20 6890 SQ I N. 
IRCS.35) IFST 122 CONF ROS-NP1 BlJ I 
 3:4D 0 o.00 LREF 9 6480 IN 
'RCS036) GFST n22 CONF . ROS-N01 SJllVI(-3D,3OJ 3 400 -30 000 J0.000 OREF 6 8380 IN 
(RC5037) GFST OZZ CONF. ROS-NSI siwivic-ao,30) 0 000 -So ODO an Duo XNRF 1485 0040 IN 
YMRP 0 000D IN 
ZmRF 3 7 - GO 0. i 
o8 
 SCALE a0 US 0
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BETA p BOB IELKVN 
RELCVN 0 000 RUDDER 
REFERENCE FILE 






SREF 20 689D SQ IN 
LREF 9 $480 :N 
BREF 5 0380 N 
XRP 1481P.40 2 2 
0M00 2 80 0 N 
SCALE 0 0050 
SEP 71 PAGE 76 
FIGURE 16 DERIVED PARAMETERS- BASIC CONFIGURATION INPITCH
 
- .02590 __ l |[lllJll, #||~ lD4 ~ ____|lI F~ E| |l 
-. 086 

















-. 048 / 
-.030
 
-- 51o .1 119 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.6- 054 1 7 1a 1 9 2 0 2 1 2.2 9.3 2 4 2 5 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0 o00 LELEyN 0.000 SREF 20 CoSo SO IN. 
RELEVN 0 000 RUDDER 0 000 REF 9 640 IN
BREF 
 5 8380 IN
 
XNRP 1485 0040 IN 
Y$RP 0 0000 IN 
ZHRP 377 00 4 IN 
SCALE 0 00$0CATA MIST CODE u 
GFST 022 CONF. ROS-NB1 BIWIVI CSCSO03) 11 SEP 71 PAGE 77 
FIGURE 16 DERIVED PARAMETERS- BASIC CONFIGURATION INPITCH
 





















PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 LELEVN 0 Dun SR{f 20.6690 so IN 
RELEVN D DOD RUDDER 0 BUD LREF 9 64:0 IN 
S8CF 5 63 0 IN 
XMRP 11.5 .0.0 1 N 
SZMRP 




DATA MIST CODE F $C4LE 0 005. 
GFST 022 CONF. ROS-NBI BIWIV1 CTCSOO3) 11 SEP 71 PAGE 78 





























004a 1 1.4 1.4 1.5 . . 1.6 S-0 1.J 1.9 2.1 2. V..a 2.4 25 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA LRUDOR RUDDR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCSOR) GFST 022 CONF ROS-iBl 911W 0 O00 SREF 20 0890 s0 IN 
(RCSXX±) OPST 022 COMPOSITE DATAS5T B1W± (ALPHA IS 0) 0 000 LREF 9 6480 IN 
(RCIOOE) D'S? 022 CONr folS-SI BIW1VI 0 0OD 0 0oo BREF 5 08.0 IN
 
'RCSXX4 GOT 829 COMPOSITE DATASCT BIWIVI (ALPHA IS 0) 0000o 0o XMRP 145 0040 IN
 
RCS002) GFSI 022 CONP ROS-BI BIWIVl(-30,3O) 0 Duo -30 0o YNRP 0 0000 IN
 






































SYMBOL CO1NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LRUDCR 
GF T O Z CONF RO$-N8t BtWt O.OaD 
Zq vT ZZ CONNpoSITC DATASET 01WI (ALFHA 10 0) 0 COD 
< ' OFST 02Z COMF ROS-NB1 SBiVl1 a00cooO.00 
GFST 022 COMPOSITE DATASET 51WIVI tALPHA IS 0) 0 000 
GrST 020 CONF. RO$-N81 BlWIVI(-30,30) a 000 -30 000 





R E F  
20l 689f0 SQ IN 
LREF 9 6480 IN 
SREF 5 8380 IN 
XHRP 148$ 0040 IN 
YORP a 0000 IN 
ZMRP 377 0004 IN 
SCALC 0 014. 
PAGE 80 















0i - 01 




10 1t1 1.2 1 3 1.4 1 16 1.7 1 a l.e 20a 2 I 2 2.3 24 2.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTIOH 
 ALPHA LRUDOR RUODR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION 
(RCSOIOZ GFST 022 CONF ROS-N51 $IWI 0 000 SREF 20 6890 SQ IN 
CRCSXX$) a GFST D2 CONPOSITE DATASET BWl (ALPHA IS 0) a O0 LREF 9 6400 IN 
(RCsOO) 0 OFT 02 CONF nos-Mai B V$ 0 000 0 000 2RSF 5 S360 IN
 
(RC$XX4) OFT 022 COFPOSITE DATASET BIWIVI (ALPHA IS 0) 0 000 0 000 XNRP 45 0040 IN
 
(RC* OFST USE COMF RO-NBI BWlV (-30,30) 0 000 -0 00 YHRP 0 0000 IN
 





FIGURE 18 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES, ALPHA APPROX. 5 























.0030 H/ R 0004 IN 




















M -. OO4 
0 
liiL 




cJ - 0012 ' ____ 
- 001 . 1 1. 1.3 1 4 1 5 1 1.T 1 a 9 2 0 - 2 1 2 2 a 2 4 2 5 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYM'BOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LRUDDR RUDDR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCSXXZ:) Q aFST 020 COMPOSITE£ CATASET 6lWlI ALPHA 1C5 5) 5 Due SREF 2a 6890 SQ IN 
0 DUD LREF 9 6400 IN
 
(R(:OX.I; ' FST 029 COMFOSITC CATAZCT DIWIVI (ALPHA 13 5) 5 000 0 ova; BREF 5 0360 1.t
ICSple) 




'MCs . ) OFST Bee COMfP. DATA BLWIVIC(-30,30) (ALPHA IS 5) 5 DO -3a ODD XMRF 14S5 0040 IN
 
yMRP a 0000 IN
 
ZMRp 377 0004 IN


























(S SI VHA1YJ CoS'0E-)TAIflt0 VIVG *dN0' 
(9 SI VHU1VJ TAIMQ ISYIY 31IS0J40 
TATMTO 70N-SQO UO 























___ S3~ Vl3 VNI380I83V 13n 310-~Ii 

























1 0 4 1 1.2 153 1.4 1.5 1.5 . 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYHDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRCSOIT) 0j PST 022 CONF. RO-N1 814 
(RCSXX3S O4ST 022 CONPOSITE DATA ET SIW (ALFHA IS 10) 
(RCS019 01 $T 022 CONF ROS-fbI SIWIVi 















20 9890 sQ in 
9 6480 IN 
5 2380 IN 
1485 0040 IN 
(ACS020) 
(RCSXXo) CS 
GF$T 022 CONF ROS-Nfl :WIV±(-30,530 











SCALE 0 0050 
PAGE 85 


























- -. 0022 
-... 




-- IT S SOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA LRUDDR RUDDR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCS0171 GF T UZZ CONF ROS-N81 8l | 19.0DO SREF 20 6800 so IN 
RCSXX3) GFST ZZ COMPOSITE DATASET DIWI CALFHA IS 10) 10.000 LRJD 9 64$0 1. 
I Rcsals) GFST 022 CONF* ROS-NB BIWIV1 t0 coo 0 DD BREF 5 8300 IN
 
CRCSXX6) GFST zz COTPOSITE DATASET 81WIV1 (ALPHA 15 10) 1a Due 000O XHRP 14S5 0040 In
 
ix CSO2u) OFST 022 CONF ROS-NBI BljWVI f-3 03 10. 00 -30 DID tRP U 0000 IN
 




























015T :___HOT AAE IW AV4I 11 1 O RE 40 I 
DATA'. BO . TE ..NF C FURAITEDACRSTq I (ALPHA ALPHAl0DD R13C R0UI HRF{ 14C NFR0ATIN 
1. c$Doz) 
tRc Zxx) 
GFST 022 CCHF 
GF$T 022 COMP 
ROS-N6. alwivif-3D130) 
DATA 32WIVI(-30,30) fALPHA 15 10) 
in DODD 
10 000 
-30 000 
-30 gooD 
YMRF 
ZMRF 
SCALE 
0 0000 
377 0004 
0 our. 
PAGE 
IN 
IN 
87 
